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Problem Statement

How can architects respond to a inland flood research center in extreme flood 
plains through solutions in nature?

Abstract

This project will outline research into the flood prevention methods in nature and in the man-made 
world to translate into a new innovative inland flood research center design.  This project was in 
response to the widespread flooding epidemic in the various regions of North Dakota.  I hope to 

give dwellers in flood prone areas a chance to dwell in harmony with nature’s natural events.  The 
research facility’s main function is to re-establish the wetlands to allow water to have space to 
expand and retract.  The expansion of wetlands will reduce the fast pace runoff from fields and 

concrete hardscapes of cities to safe manageable rates.
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  The Structure was developed through a series of 
structural models to adequately assess the forces 

acting on the tensile structure.  
The Diagrams below Express the process taken in cre-

ating the mast.

Water collection and water retention on the landscape was key in the discovery of how wet-
lands act as a natural flood prevention elements.  Wetlands absorb water to slowly let the 

high flood waters out over a longer period of time.  Some of my methods in the design included 
on site rain gardens, water collection cisterns, and a Green Roof.  

The building design responded to the Red River’s 100 
year flood plain by allowing the river to flood without 
inundating the building on the limited high ground site.
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